The Dregs of Higher Education Damage Our Immigration System

By David North and Rodney S. North

This is an account of how, because of a loophole in the immigration law, dozens of U.S.-based, fourth-rate purveyors of higher education have had multiple negative impacts on the United States while raking in multi-millions of dollars. In the course of this they have:

- Provided F-1 visas and work permits to tens of thousands of foreign “students”, many of whom are really illegal aliens in disguise;
- Supplied nominal educational services, if any, to those aliens;
- Charged those students substantial to outrageous fees;
- Misled their students on the state of the entities’ academic accreditations;
- Engaged in a variety of shady financial practices; and, in some cases
- Used their status as “universities” to hire a suspiciously large numbers of aliens through the H-1B program, including, for example, English professors from Turkey;
- Provided suspiciously large numbers of multiple-year OPT work permissions to their lightly educated alien alumni; and, in two or three cases,
- Used their status as IRS-recognized charities to avoid substantial state and federal taxes.

On the next to the last point, an institution the reader has probably never heard of (Stratford University in Northern Virginia) issued a huge number (1,697) of 29-month OPT (Optional Practical Training) work permits under the provision for STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) graduates in 2009-2013, more than the entire Ivy League put together (1,668).\(^1\)

Despite its name, there is no training involved in the OPT program; once a tiny and sensible operation, it was expanded beyond reason by both the Bush II and Obama administrations. OPT currently not only provides work permits for up to three years (formerly 29 months), it also gives employers a 7.65 percent tax break for hiring alien workers rather than American ones at the same salary because there are no payroll taxes levied on the former as there are on the latter.

Creating the broader set of problems described above is a group of marginal institutions that used to be blessed by a lax accreditation agency, the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS), but lost that fig leaf when ACICS, after a long, formal inquiry, was de-recognized by the U.S. Department of Education (DoEd) in December 2016. This left some 55 institutions with well over 100 campuses in limbo, still largely able to
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issue the Form I-20 that aliens can use to apply for an F-1 (foreign student) visa, but with no U.S.-recognized accreditation and virtually all with one or (usually) more of the collection of eight black marks noted above.

This Backgrounder reports on these 55 institutions, the very dregs of higher education in this country, the Compromised Colleges. They rarely offer first- or even third-rate educations, but all still have the power to admit foreign students. The report’s four parts cover: the admissions process for foreign students; the characteristics of the 55 institutions; the impact they have on various aspects of American life; and conclusions and recommendations.

I. The Foreign Student Admissions Process

Before we examine the behavior of these institutions and the results of their behavior, it may be useful to review how the United States screens foreign students, which, in turn, creates the setting in which the Compromised Colleges operate and, all too often, flourish.

Unlike some other receiving nations, such as the United Kingdom and Australia, our admissions system is thoroughly decentralized. It seems to run on the principles that:

1. Encouraging aliens to have a U.S. education is always an unqualified good;
2. Every entity that calls itself an educational institution is one, and is equal to all others; and
3. That there will be no governmental, stateside review of potential foreign students.

Two agencies are charged with managing this activity, one that virtually never sees a student and one that (at least fleetingly) sees all the students.

These entities are the Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP), which is a subset of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), a part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and the U.S. Department of State, whose consular officials interview the students overseas and determine whether or not to issue the student visas. Some foreign tourists adjust their status to that of students while in the United States following an interaction with DHS.

The SEVP headquarters are separated from the rest of DHS by the Potomac River and even by government standards it is a remarkably sleepy agency, as we will demonstrate. That agency, in effect, licenses some 8,000 institutions (including various high schools and prep schools, as well as places that teach horse-shoeing and hairstyling), giving each and every one of them the right to issue the I-20, the DHS-sanctioned document that can lead to an F-1 visa. Thus there is absolutely no centralized, state-side review of which aliens are coming to the United States, and which are not.

The only real rigor in the foreign-student screening system, and this is highly uneven as it is spread across the world, comes from the visa officers who are forced into the role of de facto collegiate admission officials. While I have not seen anything in writing on the subject, these officers must sense a growing amount of fraud in the foreign student process, as their rejection rate of F-1 applicants has doubled in the last four years, while the rejection rate for the much smaller M-1 category (vocational students) has increased by only about 50 percent (see Table 1). It should be noted that these trends have nothing to do with any Trump administration policy of restraint on migration decisions; during all four of these years the Obama administration was in charge.

If one of the concerns is terrorists coming to the United States on student visas — and they have — the interview with the visa officer and the operation of the “don’t fly” lists are our only protections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
<td>471,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>10,305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Visa Office data as calculated by the Center for Immigration Studies. The percentages are the net rejections compared to the total (approvals plus rejections) for each year, with the net rejections being the refused visas minus those refusals that were waived or overcome. This is taken from the table entitled [Worldwide NIV Workload by Visa Category FY 2016](https://www.cis.org/Worldwide-NIV-Workload-By-Visa-Category-FY-2016) a Visa Bulletin database, and predecessor tables.
All of the rejectees, it should be noted, had been accepted by some American institution. That the visa rejection rates are so high is not a compliment to the way we as a country handle the foreign student program.

The State Department and SEVP both deal with two different visa systems, one much larger than the other. The big one is the F-1 visa for academic students (as well as small numbers of F-2s for their spouses and children). The smaller one, by an average ratio of about 50:1 each year, is for the M-1s and M-2s. Virtually all of the foreign students attending the colleges of concern are F-1s.

In contrast to the casual American system of assessing applications for foreign students, there are the British and Australian examples.

The Brits centralize the decision-making for who is to be accepted at its schools. Invitations to attend are extended by the Home Office, after scrutinizing nominations made by the colleges. Further, there is a centralized, closed circuit TV process by which the foreign students are screened to make sure that they have adequate English for the courses they are about to take. (Some U.S. universities conduct interviews in person, or via Skype, but there is no governmental action along these lines.)

Decision-making on foreign student admissions is given more attention by the British media than by our own. In fact, there was a half-hour BBC documentary on how some criminals have organized techniques to circumvent the language testing part of the process.

Australia constructed a risk-assessment tool some years ago that involved six kinds of educational institutions and three groups of sending nations, each with a different risk level, and uses this sophisticated system when its officers interview a potential foreign student.

Krishna’s Path. Let’s step back from this institutional analysis, to see how the whole system works from the point of view of one imaginary alien applicant. We will call him Krishna. We are using that name because a high percentage of the alien students in these 55 entities seem to be males from India. The largest group of foreign students in America, generally, are from China, but students from that country seem to be less likely to attend the marginal schools than are people from India.

Neither Krishna, nor the institution he will join (we will call it Uncle Sam University) are typical of foreign students or of the U.S. colleges. Both belong to shady elements that one hopes are thoroughly atypical of the educational scene, but significant enough to merit much more attention than they are now getting.

Krishna is from a lower-middle-class family, and has secured a bachelor’s degree from a second- or third-tier Indian college. Neither he nor his family in India have much money, but they had enough to send him through college while he lived at home. He wants to come to the United States and since he has no relatives here and his family cannot afford to buy him a visa through the immigrant investor (EB-5) program, where the cost is $500,000 and fees, and since he cannot qualify for the high-skilled H-1B program for temporary workers, he decides to try to get a job in the United States, legally or illegally, while on a student visa and he has drummed up enough money to allow him to do so. In many cases, the family goes into debt to finance this process. (Though Krishna is a marginal student, the path he follows is the same one used by other, more talented people; it also is followed by aliens seeking a bachelor’s degree.)

As a recent graduate of one of his country’s colleges, Krishna already knows a lot about American higher education; he senses that he could not get into a first-rate U.S. school, but also gathers from his friends and relatives that there are numerous institutions, at all conceivable levels of quality. As part of his pursuit of a student visa he taps into both the webpages of potential schools in America and social media sites maintained by and for Indians thinking about attending an American colleges. He seeks information on the acceptance levels in the potential schools, which he wants to be high, and costs, which he wants to be low.

Krishna, however, has a specific problem over and above school selection. He, like many in his country, has secured a three-year bachelor’s degree. He wants to join a master’s-level program because that would allow him, in many places, to have a legal job immediately through the OPT/CPT program. But to get into an American master’s-level program, one must, typically, have a four-year bachelor’s degree; further, one cannot use a first semester of an undergraduate program to obtain legal part-time work through CPT (Curricular Practical Training), a DHS-sanctioned work permit program for foreign students. And Krishna does not have enough money to spend a full semester in the United States without a job.
He has two options: The legitimate one is to engage in a year’s worth of education in India before coming to the United States; many people do that, but he is in a hurry. So he turns to the second option of getting someone in India (or in the States) to create forged documents indicating he has completed four years of post-secondary education in his home country. He knows that there are places in the United States that will accept his paperwork without examining it, on the grounds that they want his tuition payments. He finds someone in India to do the counterfeiting for a price he can afford and obtains the needed documentation.

Thus armed, he continues his search. He is particularly interested in two aspects of any potential U.S. school: What are the up-front fees and first-year costs of the place, and how quickly can he get access to employment while studying at the school in question? The job opportunities for low-rated American schools (unlike those related to better institutions) are mostly off-campus and require an easy-to-obtain college approval through the aforementioned CPT program. Krishna is again aided in his search by the internet; there are India-based websites that deal specifically with institutions that offer first-day CPT and others that focus on the all-important visa interview. Krishna also secures a phony bank statement that exaggerates his net worth, so that he can assure the visa officer that he has enough money to get through his period of U.S. education.

Krishna finds an American institution that will accept him and his forged papers; let’s call it Uncle Sam University (USU). It promises that it will give him instant access to CPT. He sends them a money order and USU sends him a DHS form I-20.

He then prepares for the first, and more formidable, part of his screening by the U.S. government: the visa interview. He happens to live in a country where there are five U.S. consulates; one is supposed to go to the consulate that covers one’s home state, but some candidates for visas manage to visit a consulate said to be less strict than others, a sometimes successful process described in a semi-literate report by a lackluster student that the Center for Immigration Studies reported on years ago. That writer got a visa on his fourth attempt.

Krishna has an appointment early in the day, a lucky break for him, and encounters a not-too-demanding consular officer who fails to notice the forged paper about the extra year of schooling, and so Krishna secures the all-important F-1 visa stamp in his passport.

A few weeks later Krishna boards the plane to San Francisco. There, at the airport, he goes through a much less worrisome inspection by an overworked DHS officer. Krishna seems to be plausible in the brief interview (he knows what he will be studying and where the institution is) and he looks like the person described in his documents; the inspector sees no red flags and so Krishna is formally admitted to the country with another stamp in his passport and the verbal greeting “Welcome to the United States.”

Krishna then reports to USU, fills out the university’s forms, finds a place to live, perhaps in a USU dormitory, gets his class schedule, and, since he is a master’s student, the university gives him CPT status immediately. He soon starts classes, always on weekends or evenings, and starts to work full-time at a pizza chain with a tie to USU. That this job has nothing to do with either curriculum or training is of no significance. He soon learns that he does not really have to attend the classes, but does have to keep up with his tuition payments, or else USU would, he gathers, report him to immigration authorities.

Krishna now has met his immediate goal: He is legally in the United States with a multi-year visa and has a more-or-less legal job in the U.S. economy. The chances that the authorities will notice him — short of his being arrested for some crime — are very remote. Thus he has secured a firm base from which he can explore four principal alternate ways of staying in the United States:

- Finding a job that will give him H-1B status;
- Finding a green card holder or citizen who will marry him;
- Continuing in long-term student status; or
- Becoming an illegal alien.

Now let’s turn to how Uncle Sam University obtained the I-20 power that it used to cause Krishna’s admission to the United States.

**Uncle Sam University’s Path.** USU had to overcome two hurdles in order to secure the right (along with thousands of other institutions) to issue the I-20.
The first was to secure a license to run an educational system from the state in which it wanted to operate. In some states, this requires little more than the completion of an application and the payment of a fee. In others, licenses are more difficult to obtain. This is a variable that should be studied in a separate effort and must play a crucial role in the state-by-state distribution of these colleges, a subject to which we will return.

The second step, once a state license was obtained, was to secure certification from SEVP to issue the I-20. An application (the I-17), a ridiculously low fee $230, and supporting documentation are required; the applicant must assert, among other things, that the school has a state license and is, in fact, in operation. But the strange thing is that, with certain exceptions, an issuer of the I-20 need not be accredited by any organization recognized by the U.S. Department of Education.

Most educational organizations are accredited. This loophole — not requiring schools seeking alien students to be accredited— seems to be more of an oversight than something that Congress did deliberately. The loophole, for reasons spelled out in this report, should be closed immediately.

SEVP requires that a school either secure an accreditation from an organization approved by DoEd or submit, to quote a DHS document, “evidence in lieu of accreditation”.

This evidence consists of three or more letters sent to the applying institution from accredited schools saying that they have accepted transfer students from the applying institution and have accepted its credits.

In terms of public policy, this is decentralization gone crazy. With evidence in lieu of accreditation, neither a government agency nor a non-government accreditation agency licensed by the government makes the judgment; instead, educational entities selected by the organization seeking the license do that work. Do states hand out driver’s licenses based on judgments of applicants’ driving skills rendered by the applicants’ best chums?

Although a substantial number of schools are allowed to recruit foreign students with evidence in lieu of accreditation, Uncle Sam University, like all of the colleges we are examining, decided it would look better if it had the seal of approval from some entity, and so it applied to what appeared to be the least demanding of the 14 entities on the Department of Education’s approved list of general-purpose accreditation agencies. (There is also a longer list of DoEd approved specialized accreditation agencies, such as the Accreditation Commission for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine.)

Uncle Sam University chose the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS). USU filed a number of papers, paid fees of at least $6,000, experienced a once-over-lightly site visit, and secured the approval of the ACICS board, which consists largely of leaders of other for-profit schools.

So, as our story begins, Krishna has arrived at Uncle Sam University and has begun his life in the United States while USU continues to prosper in its chosen field.

This mutually supporting arrangement, however, is in danger because a years-long effort to de-recognize ACICS came to a head on December 12, 2016, when U.S. Secretary of Education John B King, Jr., ruled that ACICS had been too casual in its judgments and removed ACICS from the list of DoEd-recognized accreditation agencies.

So what is ACICS and what role does it play on the foreign student scene?

ACICS’ Former Role and Its De-Recognition. ACICS is an old (founded in 1912), Washington-based, non-profit entity created largely by the for-profit portion of the educational system to accredit post-secondary schools and colleges, most dealing with career training.

Until fairly recently ACICS had little to do with foreign students, as for decades most of the students under its wings were citizens seeking to improve their economic futures, often with financial aid from the U.S. government. In fact, approval by a DoEd-recognized accreditation agency was vital for the ACICS colleges largely supported by Pell Grants and student loans to citizens and green card holders. Without the accreditation of a DoEd-recognized entity, neither Pell grants nor federal student loans can be used by a post-secondary educational establishment.

ACICS has come under fire in recent years because of widespread reports of low-quality education at its approved schools and their low graduation rates, high incidence of its student debts, and high non-repayment rates, as Figure 1 shows.
Figure 1 is from a spirited, much-footnoted document from the office of Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) issued about six months before the Obama administration's decision to terminate the recognition of ACICS. The report is critical of DoEd's lax oversight of the oversight agencies, the equally lax oversight by ACICS of its schools (providing, for example, “honor roll” status for places about to be penalized for low standards), and the poor quality of education provided at high cost by the approved institutions. Interestingly, Warren's presumably pro-open-borders staff did not mention foreign students in the report.
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Figure 1. ACICS Schools Differ from National Averages on Key Student Outcomes

Although it was overlooked by the senator's staff, accreditation is significant in the foreign student business. While no accreditation of any kind is needed to provide educational services, generally, to foreign students, ACICS approval was useful to these institutions for four reasons:

1. It allowed them to boast on their websites and elsewhere that they had been accredited by an entity recognized by DoEd;

2. It gave them the permission they needed under the law to accept foreign students so that they could learn English as a Second Language (ESL);

3. It gave their graduates in the STEM fields (science, technology, engineering, and math) two-year extensions of their OPT work permits after graduation to work legally in the United States (the first year of lawful OPT work after graduation relates to all receiving degrees from U.S. institutions and does not hinge on either an accreditation decision or a field of study); and,

4. It gave students at the nonprofits among them more favorable access to slots in the master's degree part of the H-1B (nonimmigrant worker) program. There are two ceilings within the program: 65,000 for those with bachelor's degrees and 20,000 for those with master's, both of which are routinely over-subscribed. If one has a master's degree
from an accredited institution, one may (as a potential worker-beneficiary) participate in both of the lotteries, first for the 20,000, and if unsuccessful there, for the 65,000.

Given the withdrawal of ACICS recognition, the entities in question lost all four of these advantages. Of the four setbacks, perhaps the most interesting, and most convoluted, is the third. The loss of current accreditation by the schools does not directly restrict the issuances of F-1 visas to potential STEM students, nor does it cut off ongoing classes for such students. But it denies the two-year STEM work permit extension (under OPT) to those students who secure their degrees while their school lacks a current accredits accepted by DoEd. Further, in cases where a nonprofit has provided a STEM master’s degree to an alien, only a degree from an accredited institution will give the alumnus access to the portion of the H-1B lottery providing special opportunities to people with advanced degrees earned in the United States.

It would be much simpler if the lack of accreditation cut off all foreign students in a black-or-white manner.

Given this background in governmental policies and procedures, we now turn to a more detailed look at the colleges of interest.

II. Characteristics

Overview. It is well known in U.S. higher education that most institutions are either governmental or genuine nonprofit entities. Schools are spread around the country much as the population is (i.e., they are scarce in Wyoming and numerous in New York), the presidents of these places do not own the institutions they preside over, and most of the students are residents of the United States. Further, these post-secondary entities can be found in both warm and cold climes.

None of these statements hold true for the 55 colleges of interest.

More than three-quarters of them are for-profit entities, and none are government-controlled; 36 of them are concentrated in three states (California, Florida, and Virginia); two or three of the nonprofits among them have only questionable claims for their charity status; the presidents are often the owners or part-owners of the schools; very high percentages, some at more than 95 percent, of the students are from overseas; and the geographic distribution is heavily tilted toward the South, with 39 of 55 located in Arizona, California, Florida, Texas, and Virginia.\(^\text{16}\)

In addition, of course, most institutions of higher learning do not have accreditation problems, which is something that characterizes all 55 in this group.

Defining the Compromised Colleges. There is no agreed-upon list of institutions that may be preying on the immigration system, just as there is no list of potential Nobel Prize winners or potential bank robbers. But we can assemble a list of schools that have the characteristics that suggest some of them may engage in immigration abuse. With that in mind, we have termed the worrisome group the “Compromised Colleges”, and defined them as those that, as of June 15, 2017, had the power to issue the I-20 and were known to be accredited solely by ACICS, the agency de-recognized by the DoEd. This definition is used in Table 2 and throughout this text.

Whenever one throws a wide net, one misses some potential subjects and captures some that are not of interest. Our net would not contain, for example, an obvious visa mill such as the now-closed University of Northern Virginia, simply on the grounds that it never was able to secure ACICS accreditation — a truly remarkable negative distinction.\(^\text{17}\)

At the other end of the spectrum, our list includes such entities as the Beverly Hills Design Institute, which appears to have 17 students and cannot have much of an impact on the immigration scene. Similarly, it includes the DAVE (Digital Animation and Visual Effects) School, whose spirited website suggests that it highly capable in its chosen field.\(^\text{18}\) There must be others of this kind.

We felt it useful, however, to have a grouping that was defined in an objective manner, and thus this list of 55.

Interestingly, as this work began there were 66 names on the tentative list, but several went out of business and several others secured legitimate (i.e., DoEd-approved) accreditation. Not all in the latter group are sure to survive, however. One of them, Coleman University in San Diego, for example, recorded three- and four-million-dollar losses in both of its last two financial reports.
There are other complications: In at least one case the college is on the SEVP list, but the school’s website indicates that it accepts foreign students on a campus not listed by SEVP; in several others, SEVP regards schools as active, but they, in fact, are either closed or in the process of closing.

Our list, thus, is a snapshot taken in time, of those institutions that were listed by SEVP as of June 15, 2017, and had, for the institutions generally, only an ACICS accreditation. (All of these actions complicated our study, but, more importantly, the shrinkage of this list is a benefit to the nation.)

The annotated list of the Compromised Colleges (Table 2) shows, in alphabetical order, the names and the principal locations of each of the 55 schools; notes the number of campuses and the number of students at each; whether the college is for-profit or nonprofit; and provides brief summaries on financial reporting characteristics, accreditation status, H-1B use, and other matters.

Government officials can use the list that follows as part of the decision-making process as they, one hopes, think twice before granting benefits to this tiny minority of 55 institutions (among 8,000 DHS-recognized ones), issuing visas to their prospective students, or granting H-1B status to their potential employees.

Summarizing the data in the table, and from other sources, we now turn to a group portrait of the Compromised Colleges.

The Physical Settings. Don’t expect old oak trees, verdant lawns, and playing fields when you visit these colleges. There are no stadiums, frat houses, or gyms. The campus photographs on the Compromised College websites are often misleading.19

The typical Compromised College is located in an office building, often shared with other businesses; most of these colleges are renters, not owners of the structures they use. They are far more likely to be in an urban or suburban setting than in a rural one.

The first one we ever visited was in the D.C. suburbs. The now-defunct University of Northern Virginia had a modest suite of offices in the English basement of a tattered office building in Annandale, Va.; it had one visible classroom within the suite, and three other classrooms upstairs. If there was a library, we never found it.

This school was at the outer edge of Compromised College minimalism despite the hundreds upon hundreds of OPT work permits it generated before the State of Virginia — not the feds — put it out of business. But the pattern of these institutions, beyond an attractive reception area in many cases, is to use a bare bones infrastructure.

Geography. The schools can be found in 17 states and in one territory:

- California: 17
- Florida: 11
- Virginia: 8
- Two each: Illinois, New Jersey, Texas, and Utah

If a college has more than one location, we list it in the state where it has its main campus or its corporate headquarters. It should be noted that none of the 55 are located in either Washington, D.C., the 33 remaining states, or in any of the other island territories. Most of the institutions are single-campus entities, but 18 of them have more than one location. Although the total number of campuses is a fluctuating number, we counted 119 of them as of June 1, 2017.

As noted earlier, we suspect that part of the explanation for the geographic distribution is that some states have stronger control systems over private universities than others, and that the Compromised Colleges tend to operate in those states where the rules are the most relaxed.
Table 2. Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American College of Commerce and Technology, Falls Church, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 1,300 students, 1 campus</td>
<td>See CIS blog on its financial reporting.</td>
<td>D: On ACICS show cause list; SCHEV ordered no new students after 5/1/17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic University College, Guaynabo, P.R.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 1,548 students, 1 campus</td>
<td>No 990 records posted online.</td>
<td>F: Has secured Emmy awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergin University of Canine Studies, Rohnert Park, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 61 students, 1 campus</td>
<td>2014 990 appears to be 16 months late.</td>
<td>F: Trains dog trainers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Hills Design Institute, Beverly Hills, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 17 students, 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol University, Anaheim, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 249 students, 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Lost ACICS accreditation on 6/14/17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookline College, Phoenix, Ariz.</td>
<td>Profit 1,651 students, 2 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>D, P: Filed for one H-1B since 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan University, Springfield, Mo.</td>
<td>Profit 469 students, 4 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>F: Not to be confused with school of the same name in Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California International Business University, San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit &lt;100 students, 1 campus</td>
<td>2015 990 filed two months late</td>
<td>D: Six H-1B filings, two denied, one withdrawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Miramar University, San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 319 students, 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Two H-1B filings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California University of Management and Sciences, Anaheim, Calif. and Arlington, Va.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 1,123 students, 2 campuses</td>
<td>990 for 6/30/16 is eight months late; an earlier one shows small profit when it should show small loss.</td>
<td>F: 15 H-1B filings; This is a striking number given its finances; its Arlington, Va., campus is not on the SEVP list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Junior College, Yuba City, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 172 students, 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F, some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

1 See David North, [Should a School with a Financial Statement Like This Be Authorized to Teach Accounting to Foreign Students?](https://www.cis.org/should-a-school-with-a-financial-statement-like-this-be-authorized-to-teach-accounting-to-foreign-students-1), Center for Immigration Studies blog, August 5, 2014.

2 The mainland tax system may not apply. Generally in this table all 990 filings are reported as seen on the internet; the filing date is taken from the text of the document.

3 See [Adverse Actions](https://www.acics.org/adverse-actions), ACICS website, undated.
## Table 2: Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charter College Reno, Nev. (HQ)</td>
<td>Profit 1,008 students 3 campuses</td>
<td>DoEd has placed it on its heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>D,P: Has an additional dozen campuses not shown on the SEVP list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Business &amp; Technology Miami, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 726 students 5 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: One H-1B filing in 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Heights University Denver, Colo.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 130 students 1 campus</td>
<td>Last 990 at least seven months late</td>
<td>NG: Plans to close in 2017; 3 H-1B filings, including one in 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Institute of San Diego San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 148 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Gate College Murray, Utah</td>
<td>Profit 1,116 students 2 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everest University Minneapolis, Minn. (Zenith HQ)</td>
<td>Profit 1,345 students 2 campuses</td>
<td>990 for 2014 for Zenith filed 7 months late; Corinthian forced out of business by DoEd</td>
<td>D,P: Orange Park D,P: Tampa, Fla. Many locations were closed by Everest; website shows only two locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Technical College (EduK Group) Orlando, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 4,575 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health College Alexandria, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 339 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D,P: Owners squeezed it so that it had only $8,000 cash at end of 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwinnett College - Lilburn Campus Marietta, Ga.</td>
<td>Profit 280 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F, some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

1. Prospect Education is the parent company, according to the website.
2. Profit until 2015, as part of closed Corinthian Colleges, now a nonprofit, Zenith Education.
3. The parent company is LTT Enterprises.
Table 2. Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGlobal University Annandale, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 286 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Filed for five H-1Bs in last two years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Business College El Paso, Texas</td>
<td>Profit 157 students 2 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>D,P: Not to be confused with school of the same name in Indiana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones College Jacksonville, Fla.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 334 students 1 campus</td>
<td>Last 990 filed two months late.</td>
<td>D: Will close by 12/31/17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Maria Vargas University Pembroke Pines, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 237 students 1 campus</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>D: Filed for one H-1B in 2012. It is on ACICS show cause list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key College Dania Beach, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 49 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston University Norwalk, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 60 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln College of Technology (West Palm Beach campus; part of publicly traded Lincoln Educational Services) West Orange, N.J.</td>
<td>Profit 567 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln University Oakland, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 574 students 1 campus</td>
<td>DoEd has it on its heightened cash monitoring list as &quot;severe&quot;; the only such notation on this list; last 990 was filed one month late.</td>
<td>D: Filed for 44 H-1B slots in last 5 years; this is an unusual number for such an institution. Not to be confused with school of same name in Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Arts College Raleigh, N.C.</td>
<td>Profit 362 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Has been placed on ACICS show cause list for low post graduation placement rates.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi International University Miami, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 25 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F: Provides instruction in both English and Italian.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F, some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

7 Google “ACICS Living Arts College” to see the letters to Living Arts College of 8/26/16, and 12/27/16, signed by the Interim ACICS President, Roger Williams.
### Table 2. Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDT College of Health Sciences, Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>Profit 400 students 2 campuses</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>D: ACICS issued a Show Cause order.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millennia Atlantic University, Doral Fla.</td>
<td>Profit &lt;300 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National College (aka American National University, National College of Business and Technology, aka National College of Kentucky), Salem, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 6,083 students (est.) 30 campuses10</td>
<td>ANU-Indianapolis on DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>M,P: Sued by Kentucky for misrepresentation.13 The main website notes the ACICS de-recognition. The individual campus websites do not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumont University, Salt Lake City, Utah</td>
<td>Profit 472 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobel University, Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 283 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Now teaches business administration, once Oriental medicine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American University, Stafford, Texas</td>
<td>Nonprofit 660 students 1 campus</td>
<td>2014 990 filed at least six months late</td>
<td>D: Affiliated with the Gulen Movement;12 filed for 12 H-1Bs in 2014 &amp; 2015, four were budget accountants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Polytechnic University, Fremont, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 650 (approx.) 1 campus</td>
<td>Its 2015 990 is, as of 6/15/17, more than a year late</td>
<td>F: There is a strong article on how NPU managed to secure ACICS approval.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific States University (owned by Konkuk University, South Korea), Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 170 students 1 campus</td>
<td>2015 990 filed late</td>
<td>D: Filed 11 H-1B petitions in five years, two for president.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Pacific College, Wilsonville, Ore.</td>
<td>Profit 780 students 3 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>D,P: Charges up to $54,000 a year for tuition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F, some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

3 Also operates the ATS Institute in Chicago.
9 To see this letter, of 1/6/17, Google “MDT ACICS”.
10 Of the 30 related entities listed on SEVP, 18 are listed as “American National University”, two as “National College”, four as “National College of Business and Technology”, and six as “National College of Kentucky”.
12 “Attorney General Conway Files Suit against Third For-profit School” Office of the (Kentucky) Attorney General, revised August 20, 2013.
13 A conservative, non-violent Islamic cult dedicated to restoring life to that of the Ottoman Empire, long known for questionable financial dealings and under investigation by the FBI for years. It is led by a self-exiled Turkish cleric, Fethullah Gulen, and is best known for its numerous, tax-supported charter high schools.
Table 2. Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanford-Brown College Schaumburg, Ill.</td>
<td>Profit 615 students 4 campuses</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>D: Yet the SEVP list on 6/15/17 showed four locations as active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara Business College Santa Barbara, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 1,719 students 4 campuses</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schiller International University Largo, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 131 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: Has overseas locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Film Institute Seattle, Wash.</td>
<td>Profit 70 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd University Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 295 students 1 campus</td>
<td>Its latest 990 is for 2014 and was filed late.</td>
<td>NG, P: May be religious entity; not to be confused with college with same name in W.Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Valley University San Jose, Calif.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 3,129 students 1 campus</td>
<td>As of 6/15/17 its 2015 990 was a year over-due.</td>
<td>D: Its students were turned back at US airports; filed for 11 H-1Bs since 2013.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States University San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td>Profit 1,000 students 4 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>F: Has filed for three H-1B slots, none for teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Technical College Ft. Myers, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 2,577 students 4 campuses</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>D,P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencerian College Louisville, Ky.</td>
<td>Profit 574 students 2 campuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>F,P: Sued by Kentucky AG for mis-representation of job placement results. Other lawsuits revealed disbursements of $77,000,000 to its two sole stockholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratford University Falls Church, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 3,300 students 4 campuses</td>
<td>In 2009-2013 had more OPT STEM extensions than entire Ivy League.</td>
<td>M,P: It filed for six H-1Bs recently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F; some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

13 Elizabeth Redden, "Not Blacklisted but Not Reputed," Inside Higher Ed, January 4, 2016. The two entities in the article are Silicon Valley University and Northwestern Polytechnic University.


15 There is no indication of the de-recognition of ACICS on its website that we could find, but there is a mention in a Facebook item. See this statement by Stratford’s president, Richard R Schurtz, at about the 2.5 minute mark.
### Table 2. Compromised Colleges: Those Allowed to Admit Nonimmigrant Students with Only ACICS Accreditation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Profit/Nonprofit, No. of Students, No. of Campuses</th>
<th>Financial Reporting Patterns as of 6/15/17</th>
<th>Accreditation (see key) and Other Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Digital Animation &amp; Visual Effects School (aka The DAVE School) Orlando, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt; 170 students 1 campus</td>
<td>Confusing; the Institute website says it enrolls international students, but it is not on the SEVP list</td>
<td>D: As one might imagine, a charming website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tysons College (aka Tysons Institute at same address) Vienna, Va.</td>
<td>Profit 100 students 1 campus</td>
<td>On DoEd heightened cash monitoring list</td>
<td>F: Has a tie to Columbia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilatina International College Miramar, Fla.</td>
<td>Profit 50 students 1 campus</td>
<td>As of 6/15/17 its 990 for 2015 is a year late; rents its building from a 70% VIU-owned for-profit subsidiary, an odd arrangement</td>
<td>F: Affiliated with the Gulen movement; has filed for 38 H-1B slots, mostly in non-teaching tasks, such as public relations. Most such filings on this list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North America Vienna, Va.</td>
<td>Profit &lt;500 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia International University Fairfax, Va.</td>
<td>Nonprofit 1,876 students 1 campus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** F = School website cites ACICS accreditation, but does not post DoEd de-recognition of ACICS; D = website cites both ACICS accreditation and DoEd de-recognition or makes no claim of ACICS accreditation; M = some campuses F, some D; NG = no grade; P = partial; some, but not all, programs are accredited by a DoEd recognized entity.

<sup>18</sup> A division of the Florida Technical College, which is owned by EduK Group, headquartered in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.

<sup>19</sup> See Footnote 12.

---

**Profit/Nonprofit.** We found that the 55 broke out this way:

- Profit: 42
- Nonprofit: 13

Just because an organization has convinced the IRS that it is a nonprofit does not mean that the leaders cannot be paid extravagantly, or that the president can’t give jobs to lots of his or her relatives. Nor does 501(c)(3) status mean that huge profits cannot be made. We sensed no qualitative differences between the profits and the nonprofits as sub-groups, although one of the latter did appear to be a genuinely charitable institution.

This is Shepherd University in Los Angeles. It is on our list because it has I-20 authority and because it had only ACICS as its accreditor for the school as a whole. On the other hand, it has legitimate partial accreditation for one of its nursing programs, it had $3,424,050 in grants and contributions according to its Form 990 for 2014, it has no negative marks from either the California Bureau of Private Postsecondary Education (as do three others on our list), or from the U.S. Department of Education (as do nine others), it does not mention ACICS on its webpage, and it pays its president, a lawyer, a modest $12,500 a year. The organization seems aimed at the Korean community, as it used to be in the Koreatown neighborhood of Los Angeles, and was founded by a man named Rhee. This outfit carries the same name as an unrelated and state-supported entity in Shepherdstown, W.Va.

Further up the West Coast, and at the other extreme of the nonprofit spectrum on Table 3, there is Northwestern Polytechnic University, in Fremont, Calif., which recorded zero contributions or grants in its 2014 Form 990 and showed a thunderous
profit margin of 72.7 percent, all from program services, a financial performance rarely seen outside the illicit drug industry. Some of the excess profits were used, according to an excellent BuzzFeed article, to build million-dollar houses for members of extended family of the NPU president.20

NPU has another negative distinction — it is very hard to employ an indicted college president, as there are very few of them. But NPU managed to do this with Jerry Wang, then the former president of Herguan University (whose activities are described below), employing him during the period after his indictment but before he was sentenced to jail, as the institution’s Form 990 recorded. Dr. Wang, after NPU hired him, pled guilty to immigration fraud.

NPU and two other organizations, all nominal 501(c)(3) entities, might warrant audits by the Internal Revenue Service regarding their nonprofit status, which excuses them from 35 percent federal corporate profits taxes in all three cases, and from California corporate taxes of another 8.84 percent in two of them. Each of the other two has a specific financial reporting cloud over it.

Virginia International University (VIU) is one of the many U.S. educational entities run by followers of Fethullah Gulen, a conservative (non-terrorist) Islamic and Turkey-born cleric. The Gulen entities are repeatedly reported as under investigation by the FBI for skimming school moneys to support the Gulen cult’s world-wide activities. (The near-dictator of Turkey wants the United States to repatriate Gulen because of his alleged activities in connection with that country’s failed coup, but that is an unrelated matter.21)

Given that background, we noted that Fairfax County, Va., land records show that VIU bought its one-building campus in the D.C. suburbs and then turned it over to a partially owned, for-profit subsidiary of the university, Mavi Consulting, in a no-cash deal. Then it started paying a substantial amount of rent to Mavi. VIU also buys a lot of its supplies through Mavi, and its financial reports show a bewildering set of other financial transactions between the university and the for-profit Mavi. What is this all about? One answer to that question could be that the Gulen operatives in Virginia are doing what their opposite numbers in Oklahoma apparently did, which was to siphon off rent money obtained through tax funds to other Gulen activities, as the state auditor discovered.22

Lincoln University in Oakland, Calif., has a different black mark. An arm of the U.S. Department of Education regularly publishes lists of educational institutions receiving federal funds that warrant heightened cash monitoring (HCM), because of “financial or federal compliance” issues. The more common, and less serious offenses (recorded as an HCM1 for eight of the 55) are noted in Table 2; a much smaller number with more serious problems secure an HCM2. Lincoln is the only one of the 55 to be so designated, in the DoEd’s most recent (March 1, 2017) list, and the word “severe” is used in that connection.23

Being an IRS-recognized nonprofit and being in the foreign student business, does not guarantee financial success. The first three schools listed in Table 3 all operated at a loss for the most recent year reported, and in two of these cases, this was the second consecutive annual loss. (All the rest showed from modest to obscene profit levels.) One of the losing entities, Colorado Heights University, in Denver, though still on the SEVP list, has announced that it will go out of business in 2017.

The nonprofits have two advantages over their more numerous for-profit colleagues and competitors, incidentally. Not only do they avoid corporate taxes, their alumni with master’s degrees have a greater opportunity to secure H-1B visas, as mentioned earlier.

The Presidents. Contrary to our image of U.S. universities largely being led by PhDs, the Compromised Colleges’ websites show only 19 (about one-third) have either a PhD or an MD as president.

In 25 other cases, the leader’s level of educational achievement was below that level, and in 11 cases, despite our efforts, we could not get any information on the incumbent’s education (see Figure 2).

Among the nonprofits, the percentage of those whose presidents held doctorates was 46 percent, while among the for-profits it was 31 percent. The low incidence of PhD leadership throughout the group may be indicative of a non-scholarly approach to education.

The one MD running one of these schools is Serif Ali Tekalan, a Turkish ear, nose, and throat specialist. Before he became the third president of the North American University in Texas (a Gulen operation), he was president of one of the Gulen uni-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Location</th>
<th>Most Recent Profit/Loss (rounded)*</th>
<th>Profit/Loss Prior Year (rounded)*</th>
<th>Notes and Net Profit Margin (NPM) for Most Recent Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Heights University</td>
<td>($839,000)</td>
<td>($1,606,000)</td>
<td>It has announced it is closing in 2017.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, Colo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones College</td>
<td>($505,000)</td>
<td>$2,954,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville, Fla.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California International Business Univ.</td>
<td>($63,000)</td>
<td>($440,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic University College</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>no data</td>
<td>It is a nonprofit outside of the IRS system, as Puerto Rico has its own tax structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaynubo, P.R.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California U. of Management and Sciences</td>
<td>$39,000</td>
<td>($88,000)</td>
<td>NPM 2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific States University</td>
<td>$44,000</td>
<td>($53,000)</td>
<td>NPM 1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergin University of Canine Studies</td>
<td>$86,000</td>
<td>($29,000)</td>
<td>NPM 7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohnert Park, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American University</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
<td>$1,163,000</td>
<td>A Gulen-related school (like VIU below), NPM 1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford, Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Valley University</td>
<td>$415,000</td>
<td>($1,122,000)</td>
<td>NPM 1. 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln University</td>
<td>$951,000</td>
<td>$750,000</td>
<td>The U.S. DoEd gives it a “severe” rating on its financial reporting; NPM 13.3%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia International University</td>
<td>$2,007,000</td>
<td>($242,000)</td>
<td>This excludes the hidden profits of its 70%-owned subsidiary, from which it rents its campus and buys supplies: NPM 19.7%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairfax, Va.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd University</td>
<td>$4,265,000</td>
<td>$2,177,000</td>
<td>Odd 990; apparent high profit margin may relate to gifts; see text; NPM 30.5%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Polytechnic University</td>
<td>$29,148,000</td>
<td>$5,346,000</td>
<td>NPU built fancy homes for members of the family controlling it, see text: NPM 72.7%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Profit figures are drawn from IRS Form 990s filed by the colleges, as tabulated by the Center for Immigration Studies.

* Revenue less expenses from line 19 of the Form 990s; the net profit margin is that surplus as compared to total revenue.
Universities in Turkey, the now-closed Fatih University of Istanbul. Similarly, Isa Sarac, the president of the other major Gulen college in the United States, Virginia International University, was previously principal of London Meridian College in the UK, another Gulen affiliate.

We were curious about the apparent national origins of the presidents because three of the five visa mills closed by authorities in recent years were led by people with Chinese names at institutions preying on (or conspiring with) groups of “students” who were primarily from India. An interesting combination. The fourth such entity, a smaller one, was largely staffed by people with Indian names. While the fifth was located in Koreatown, a neighborhood in Los Angeles.

The first three were Tri-Valley University in Pleasanton, Calif., whose president, Susan Su, has a PhD in mechanical engineering; Herguan University in Sunnyvale, Calif., whose president, Jerry Wang, has a PhD; and the University of Northern Virginia in Annandale, Va., whose owner, Daniel Ho, has no initials after his name, but who owned three Chinese grocery stores.

The two with doctorates were sent to jail, for 16 years and one year, respectively; Ho was not charged. The disparate treatment of the three, all of whom did essentially the same thing, is worrisome.24

The fourth closed entity had several names, including PC Tech Learning, in Newark, N.J. Its owner was Dhirenkumar Parikh, and most of his associates had Indian names. Parikh’s academic credentials, if any, are not known; he was indicted in 2012 and sent to jail several years later. PC Tech Learning was not only hauled into federal court on immigration fraud charges, it also earned a “willful violator” citation from the U.S. Department of Labor regarding its abuse of the H-1B program.25

The fifth outfit to be closed, a set of four colleges, notably Prodee University, was headed by Hee Sun Shim, whose academic background is unknown to us. His institutions were in Koreatown, Los Angeles, and he is apparently a Korean name. His “pay to stay” scheme, according to the indictment, generated “at least $5 million in visa fraud proceeds” between January 1, 2012, and November 30, 2014 and routinely involved payments by foreign students for classes not attended. He pled guilty to visa fraud, and his sentencing by a federal district court judge is scheduled for September 25, 2017.26

So when we conducted a survey of the apparent ethnicity of the leadership of the 55 schools, what did we find? Lots of Chinese? Lots of Indians?
Not at all. There were only four Chinese, and, as far as we can tell, no one with an Indian name. Nine of the leaders had Hispanic names and another 30 had what appeared to be non-Hispanic European names (which may include some African-Americans); then there were five Koreans, the two Turks, a single African (from Sierra Leone), and one African-American. In three cases there was no information. The mix was probably not too different from what one would find in a big city phone book — if they were still being printed.

**Finances.** The point of running a school that exploits the immigration law is to make money for those managing the operation.

While it is impossible to tell exactly how successful most of the 55 schools are, because a majority of them are privately held and have no obligation to either stockholders or to governments to reveal their profit-and-loss statements, our sense is that one would not run such a school for any reason other than greed, and if it were not profitable it would be closed.

Further, there is some solid, if scattered, information available on the five that were closed by government action in recent years. In addition to the “$5 million in visa fraud proceeds” tied to Prodee University and noted above, we have this report on the president of Tri-Valley University:

*District Court Judge Jon S. Tigar ordered Su to forfeit $5.6 million and pay more than $900,000 in restitution. Su had used the profits from the diploma mill [I would call it a visa mill] to buy commercial real estate, a Mercedes Benz, and multiple residences including a golf club mansion.*

To paraphrase the late Sen. Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.), $5.6 million here, $5.6 million there, pretty soon you are talking about serious money. The other three closed entities were apparently making substantial sums, but not at the $5 million level.

None of the terminated operations, however, has done nearly as well as Northwestern Polytechnic University did in 2014. In that year, as noted earlier, its profit ratio was 72.7 percent. That was a profit of $29,148,422 on total revenue of $40,109,184, with 96 percent of the latter being program revenue (i.e., payments from students). The year before it made a very healthy profit at the familiar $5 million level on total revenue of nearly $13 million.

Unfortunately, as noted in more detail below, we have financial reports for only 17 of the 55, a minority of the group. This includes the 12 of the 13 nonprofits shown in Table 3, and six schools reporting their finances to the State of Virginia, as shown in Table 4. Virginia International University is on both lists.

We noted earlier that three of the nonprofits lost money, while nine of them were in the black. With the six Virginia schools, we find *all* with positive returns, but with the only nonprofit, VIU, having three times the profits of the other five combined.

Although all of the Virginia operations were profitable, with net margins ranging from 8.0 percent to 40.7 percent a year, other elements of their finances followed varying patterns. One, Tysons Institute, spent a remarkable percentage of its money on its attractive suite of offices (one of the authors has been there); the owners of a place that teaches practical nursing, Global Health College, squeezed so much cash out of its bank account, $660,000, that it had only $8,000 in the bank at the end of the year; and the University of North America had more than $2 million in the bank at year’s end, but reported no investment income.

We found no state other than Virginia making public the financial reports from its private schools.

Further, it might well be noted, while the reason for these schools’ existence is financial, and while some of their financial arrangements are intriguing, their impacts on the nation’s immigration policy and on its demography are of greater importance.

**What the Financial Reports Reveal About the Compromised Colleges.** The first thing to note is that financial information of any kind is not available on 28 of the 55 entities, or at least we could not find it. They are mostly for-profit entities in states other than Virginia; similarly there is one for-profit in that state that has managed to secure a piece of state legislation excusing it from making financial reports, Stratford University.
We do have a total of 41 bits of financial reporting information on the other 27 institutions, with more than one of these items applying to several of them. Does the data on the 27 suggest similar reports regarding the other 28? There are two answers to that question: 1) we don’t know, and 2) we hope not.

Let’s start with two highly noticeable items from the financial statements of two of the 27.

One example is the mission statement from the very top of the Form 990 filed by Northwestern Polytechnic University for 2014. A few lines below we have the signature of Peter Hsieh, the then executive vice president and current president of NPU. That text reads, with the original capitalization:

"TO PROVIDE AN ADVANCE EDUCATION AND A HIGH TECHNOLOGY LEARNING ENVIROMENT THAT MOTIVATS STUDENTS."

Similarly, a financial report filed with the State of Virginia by the president of the American College of Commerce and Technology managed, in five lines of type to spell the word “interest” in four different ways.
Most of the financial statements of the others on the list of 27 handle the language adequately, but many of them lack transparency or present other problems.

Of the remaining 39 bits of financial information, 35 can be summarized as follows:

- All 12 of the mainland nonprofits were from months to more than a year late in filing their most recent income tax returns (Form 990) with the IRS.

- Nine entities had questionable enough financial reporting systems to cause the U.S. Department of Education to place them on its “heightened cash monitoring” list, which it applies to a small minority of the institutions that handle federal education funds (they are identified in Table 2).

- One of these nine heightened cash monitoring entries was marked as “severe” in the case of Lincoln University of Oakland, Calif.

- Three of the California schools behaved in such a way as to bring down fines on themselves (of $250, $2,100, and $7,000) for misdeeds of an unknown nature; the fines were assessed by the California Bureau for Private Postsecondary Education and were imposed on the Bergin University of Canine Studies, Pacific States University, and California International Business University respectively.

- Three of the schools earned negative marks for violating the rules regarding Title IV moneys for the education of resident students (this does not deal directly with foreign students, but reflects on the colleges’ treatment of their students, in general). The rule calls for the presence on the college website of a net price calculator; in violation are Eastwick College, Jose Maria Vargas University, and Schiller International University.

- The recent financial reports of six Compromised Colleges in Virginia have been summarized in Table 4, and were discussed in the text.

- Two of the 55 schools are reported as subsidiaries of publicly traded organizations; one of these is Lincoln College of Technology (not Lincoln University), which is a relatively small operation within Lincoln Educational Services of West Orange, N.J.; the corporate report is similar to those of other large corporations, long and detailed; the corporation has lost about 75 percent of its value in the last five years. The other is Sanford-Brown College, the owner of which is Career Education Corporation, which announced more than two years ago that it is going out of business, yet on June 1, 2017, three of its campuses were still on the SEVP list.

This leaves four more elements, each relating to a single institution.

- ACCT in Falls Church, Va., recorded a transfer of $350,000 of the owners’ capital as the source of “scholarship funds” in an earlier financial report (aimed apparently at showing readers that it was a thriving institution when it was not), and then reported the receipt of the funds as income, thus hiding a large annual loss.

- Shepherd University in Los Angeles, Calif., though previously noted as having some of the characteristics of a charitable organization, reported on p. 10 of its 2014 Form 990 an “all other expenses” item of $3,849,085, together with a “total functional expenses” of $8,813,766. When the “all other” items exceeds 10 percent of the “total functional expenses”, the entity is supposed to list the components of the “all other expenses” in Schedule O of the Form 990; the university did not do so; neither did it explain an “other income” item of $3,816,673, an item that was in addition to substantial contributions and tuition payments. All this may be readily explainable, but it was one of several such mysteries we found in the 990s.

- We have already mentioned the remarkable levels of profits at Northwestern Polytechnic University and the strange presence of a partially-owned, for-profit subsidiary of Virginia International University, as its own landlord.

There are, in short, many financial problems, and financial reporting problems among the 27. Are the financial patterns seen in these 27 Compromised Colleges typical of the whole set of 55? One can only wonder.
How Did the Compromised Colleges Handle the Loss of Accreditation? Before we answer that question, it should be noted that all of the ACICS-accredited schools were not equally accredited. Four of the 55 schools were under new or continued show-cause orders from ACICS regarding potentially fatal weaknesses in their performance. These were the American College of Commerce and Technology, Bristol University, Living Arts College, and MDT College of Health Sciences. No decisions had been made on these orders by ACICS by June 15, 2017. (ACICS continues to make rulings on specific cases, despite the lack of recognition by DoEd, presumably hoping that its court case against the department will be decided in its favor.)

As to how the 55 schools handled the ACICS situation on their websites, they had two choices: 1) note the ACICS approval and the fact that ACICS was no longer recognized by DoEd, or simply not mention ACICS at all; or 2) record the ACICS accreditation and make no reference to the de-recognition on the website. The second choice is, essentially, crooked. These decisions are marked as D or F, respectively, in the Table 2 listings; in cases of multiple campuses, with some D and some F answers, we noted M for mixed; in a few instances we found no grade, or NG.

It is worth mentioning, incidentally, that while we have financial information on only 27 of the 55 schools, we have accreditation description data on all 55, as all have websites.

When we first looked at this evidence, in late April 2017, a majority of the entities took the low road and reported the ACICS historical approval, but not the non-approval of ACICS. By mid-June, the list had sorted itself down to 55 schools and some adjustments were made by some of the colleges. Table 5 shows the distribution.

The Compromised Colleges have been issuing soothing statements saying that they are in the process of securing accreditation elsewhere. For a typical up-beat statement on this situation see this one from Virginia International University’s web site:

_Is VIU still accredited? Yes! VIU remains a recognized, accredited institution as of today. The US-DOE has granted an 18-month grace period to all ACICS-accredited institutions, meaning that for the next 18 months, we will remain a recognized, accredited institution. It is our plan to remain in good standing past the 18-month grace period by seeking and achieving accreditation with a different agency._

Similarly, on the Schiller International University website:

_Schiller International University will be under the direct supervision of the U.S. Department of Education, which deems the institution to hold recognized accreditation and students will remain under the Federal Student Aid Program during the 18 months.

_In anticipating this decision, Schiller International University has been actively working with other federally recognized Accrediting Agencies and expects to complete the process within the 18-month time frame._

Schiller does not elaborate on the nature of the “direct supervision of the U.S. Department of Education”, which is, at the very least, an overstatement of the department’s role in life.

Perhaps we missed it, but saw on only one college website any indication that the current lack of accreditation eliminated the chances of an alumnus who earned a degree while the university was not accredited from securing access to the two-year STEM extension for OPT work permits. The impact on the students’ chances of getting the STEM/OPT extensions should

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade on ACICS Variable</th>
<th>For-Profits</th>
<th>Nonprofits</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D: Accredited only by ACICS, website does <em>not</em> post DoEd de-recognition</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Accredited only by ACICS, website does <em>not</em> post DoEd de-recognition</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M: Some campuses F, some D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG: No grade</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have been noted prominently on all of the sites, but perhaps that much brutal honesty about the institution's own failings is too much to ask.

III. Impacts

Turning from the characteristics of the Compromised Colleges, we will examine the collective impact that they are making on America.

We will discuss what they do to immigration flows, the impact of their students (and their alumni) on the nation’s labor markets (usually via the CPT/OPT program), the education they provide, and the financial costs to the students, as well as a brief note on how some of them, as employers, use the H-1B process. We will conclude this section with a description of the (limited) impact of government on these institutions.

The Size and Characteristics of This Student Population. The most obvious impact on the United States of these schools is the continuing admission of a substantial number of nonimmigrants (mostly students with F visas, though some with M visas) to this country. How many are there? What do we know about their characteristics?

The total student population of the schools, according to them, is 48,559, with a hard count available for 54 of the 55; we estimate 100 students at Tyson Institute, the 55th. Of these, 10,650 are in nonprofits, and the balance of 37,909, are at the for-profits. That was a snapshot taken in June 2017 and the tally three months earlier or three months later might have been quite different, as both students and institutions come and go.

But how many of them were nonimmigrant students? We can only work with a guesstimate of about 40,000, as most of the 55 schools seem heavily dependent on foreign students.36

How does this total enrollment of approximately 40,000 foreign students as of mid-2017 compare to other measures of the broader international student population?

Four sets of numbers, each defined differently, and for different time periods, are shown in Table 6.

There is the annual tally by the Institute for International Education of international students in the 2015-2016 academic year, published in Open Doors 2016. This covers the enrollment in the more traditional universities and colleges and has only a small overlap with our population (though Lincoln University in California, and perhaps others, are covered in both surveys). The IIE survey provides totals both for all foreign students and for all foreign graduate students; again, this is for the places covered by their annual study, which is pretty comprehensive for the mainstream part of higher education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIE, All Foreign Students</td>
<td>Students enrolled</td>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>1,043,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIE, Grad Students Only</td>
<td>Students enrolled</td>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>383,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS, Overstay Report</td>
<td>Former holders of F, J, and M visas, now out of status</td>
<td>FY 2016</td>
<td>40,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromised Colleges</td>
<td>Foreign student enrollment</td>
<td>Mid-2017</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Then there is our survey of Compromised Colleges, with most of the foreign students probably being at the master’s level.

Finally, there are the new and interesting, but not really comparable, estimates of the Department of Homeland Security for 2016 overstays in the F, J, and M categories combined.

On this last point, the DHS overstay report, only the second of its kind, is based on the government’s own records, and is supposed to measure the difference between the number of expected departures in a given year (i.e., those whose authorized
stay ended) and the actual total of recorded departures and recorded adjustments to another immigration status. It does not cover students from either Mexico or Canada, which is of little significance in this setting since relatively few students from these countries appear to be enrolled in the Compromised Colleges.

The overstay report, as we noted earlier, indicates that foreign students as a group, are twice as likely to remain after their visas expire as nonimmigrants generally. This is a worrisome statistic.

The suspected in-country overstays in Table 6 are those who entered this status during FY 2016. The total for all foreign student overstays still in the country after entering that status in previous years would, logically, be much larger than the 40,949 recorded. The DHS study is conducted in such a way that this larger grouping cannot be calculated.

The largest national delegations within the overstay report’s total are those from China (7,545), India (3,014), South Korea (2,068), Nigeria (1,827), and Saudi Arabia (a surprise to me, at 1,658); a substantial majority being from Asia, which is no surprise.

Returning to the rest of the numbers in Table 6, it is obvious that the Compromised Colleges enroll only a small portion of the nation’s foreign students, something like 3 to 4 percent of them; that they probably have a higher portion of the graduate students than of all students; and that many, probably most, of the overstays must have attended the more traditional schools. On the other hand, it is likely that the Compromised Colleges make a larger contribution, proportionally, to the overstay population than they do to the current enrollment numbers.

We do not know a lot about the characteristics of this population, but we do know that all are at least high school graduates and that most have some post-secondary education overseas, including a number of college graduates; we know that from the rules of the game. We also get the impression that most are from Asia, an impression that is supported by the just-mentioned DHS overstay report.

We sense, further, from the let-em-all-in admissions policies of most of the Compromised Colleges that this is a not particularly gifted subset of the foreign student population and that, to the extent that these students are not dupes of the Compromised Colleges, they are co-conspirators with them, knowing that they are breaking (or bending sharply) our immigration laws. Further, unlike many refugees and many of those entering without inspection (EWIs), there is at least some money in their families: enough to pay the $200 visa fee, buy an airline ticket, and meet the initial financial demands of the Compromised Colleges. In short, they are neither the most poverty-stricken nor the best and the brightest of our many migration streams.

What will happen over time to those currently enrolled in the Compromised Colleges? Will they go home after they have secured the degree they are currently seeking? Perhaps a more sophisticated, future entry/exit study will tell us what people like Krishna in fact do: leave the nation, stay illegally, get married, get an H-1B visa, or linger in continued F-1 status. (There are some other, not very common options, available to him; he might join the U.S. military, go to work for an international institution (and thus get a G-1 visa), or successfully apply for asylum.)

We suspect that a non-trivial percentage of people like Krishna will remain in the United States in illegal status, which is one reason to worry about the role of the Compromised Colleges.

The Students’ Interactions with the U.S. Labor Market. The immediate role of the Compromised College students in the labor market is governed by: 1) a couple of pages of federal regulations, those spelling out the CPT and OPT programs; and by 2) the widespread abuse of those rules.

Curricular Practical Training/Optional Practical Training (CPT/OPT) and the Compromised Colleges are inexorably intertwined. The principal motivation for attending one of these places is to get a legal job in the United States, the only way in the short term that such a student can work is through the CPT/OPT program, which involves no actual training. The Compromised Colleges are dependent on a largely nonimmigrant student population. Without CPT/OPT operating as it does now, the Compromised Colleges would vanish. The cited section of the CFR says nothing about the no-payroll tax bonus granted to the employers of these foreign workers; that happens because the regulations cause both CPT and OPT workers to be regarded as students, and other laws make student wages immune to payroll taxes.
The CPT part of the programs is presumably based on the very American concept of working your way through college. After the first year of undergraduate study, and from the start of graduate study, a foreign student, with the assent of the college’s own designated service officer (DSO), may work full- or part-time on or off campus. Then, if the student does not use up 12 months of full-time CPT, he or she can get at least one year’s post-graduate work in the OPT program, and two more years, for a total of three, if the degree is in the STEM fields of science, technology, engineering, and math, as many of the Compromised College degrees are.

If the student has had one round of CPT/OPT and moves up the academic ladder, say from a bachelor’s degree to a master’s degree, then the whole CPT/OPT eligibility starts all over again.

Those are the rules.

In reality, the work authorizations are not optional at all, they are a guaranteed part of the Compromised College package; the work content has nothing to do with the academic work done by (or supposed to be done by) the student; and most of the Compromised College students are at the master’s level so that they can get CPT the first day. Getting an immediate CPT job is so significant to many of these students that there is a website dedicated to that specific subject.41

As a result, the norm is that the Compromised College student has either a full-time or a part-time job, nominally legally. Further, we gather that SEVP has interpreted the regulations on availability of CPT/OPT to those who move up to another level of study to say that any further degree, even at the same level, opens up another period of CPT/OPT. We heard of numerous discussions of foreign students seeking their second master’s degree with that in mind.

Several aspects of this labor market activity might be noted. In the first place, the impact is not concentrated in certain firms, as in the H-1B program, so it is not as noticeable and not so controversial. Second, a CPT/OPT worker is not indentured the way an H-1 worker is; he or she is free to use the work permit, the Employment Authorization Document, anywhere he or she chooses. Third, given the almost total lack of workplace compliance activity, the worker can cheat the system easily, working two part-time jobs and reporting one to the Compromised College, for example.

Further, an F-1 student tends to be hired rather than an unknown American, instead of, as in the H1-B/Disney, case replacing a specific American who knows he or she is being replaced.42

So the adverse impact on the labor market is not dramatic enough to be noticed, and the issue of the payroll tax subsidy to the lucky employers has proved too complex for most reporters to either understand or write about. As a result little attention is paid to this matter.

Remarkable Use of OPT/Stem Extensions. A few years ago four entities, three of which remain in business (Stratford, NPU, and SVU), together with the since-closed Herguan University, made a remarkable use of then-29-month OPT/STEM extensions.

For the years 2009-2013, these four relatively small operations issued twice as many OPT/STEM extensions for their graduates as the eight Ivy League universities combined, according to data pried out of DHS in an FOIA request. The total number of issuances for this disparate set of a dozen institutions is shown in Table 7.

These numbers, particularly those for Stratford alone, defy credibility and presumably were noticed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>The Eight Ivies</th>
<th>The Four Obscure Universities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stratford University</td>
<td>1,697</td>
<td>3,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Polytechnic University</td>
<td>722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Valley University</td>
<td>623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herguan University</td>
<td>330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>1,668</td>
<td>3,425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Center for Immigration Studies tabulation of data provided by DHS following a FOIA request.
by DHS because the figures for 2013 were considerably under those of 2011; for Stratford, the fall was from 458 to 207. We are seeking data for more recent years to see what has happened in this part of the OPT business.

We have heard of the sale of OPT work permits, but have nothing substantial on that point.

**The Education Offered by the Compromised Colleges.** There are a number of indicators of the quality of the education offered by the 55 schools. All had only ACICS accreditation for the school as a whole, and four of them were on the verge of losing even that. ACICS has, in turn, lost its power to accredit.

For a few of the 55, the writing on their websites and elsewhere is not the best. Some of the other indicators are indirect ones; for example, most are for-profit entities, and most do not have people with PhDs as presidents.

Further, some (such as NPU) have been examined by journalists with devastating results. A lot of school-specific unhappy social media comments have been made by students, former students, and some former staff members. And several of the 66 schools we started to examine some months ago have gone out of business. Many of the remaining 55 are in various kinds of trouble because of non-educational issues, usually relating to finances. The general impression is thus pretty grim.

On the other hand, 12 of the 55 schools have picked up partial accreditation for one or more of their programs — such as acupuncture or nursing education — and six of 55 seem to be both small and specialized, a somewhat different model, and a less worrisome one than the rest. These six — and our selection is an admittedly arbitrary one — are Bergin University of Canine Studies, Beverly Hills Design Institute, Design Institute of San Diego, Seattle Film Institute, Shepherd University, and the Digital Animation & Visual Effects School.

These six, by the way, have a total enrollment of 761, about 1.6 percent of the total of 48,579.

Additionally, we have a sense that many if not most of the students are at the master’s level, where, conveniently, one can begin CPT on the first day of school. Finally, there are many that seem to have all or most of their classes arranged in such a way that they will not interfere with a nine-to-five job during the week. The class schedule, for example, for the Masters in Business Administration in Finance (a somewhat awkward title) as announced by Jose Maria Vargas University's website is:

**Available Schedules:** Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 7:00PM-10:00PM or Saturday from 7:00AM-7:30PM.

We visited a similar institution a couple of years ago on a weekday. It was very quiet. The receptionist explained that all the classes were on Saturdays and Sundays.

These schedules, by the way, relate well to the convenience of the members of the faculty at most of these schools. They are part-time, for the most part, with full-time jobs somewhere else, but are available for night or weekend teaching. (Some of them have degrees from one of the Compromised Colleges, which is not a good sign.)

**Use of H-1B Program by the Compromised Colleges.** The Compromised Colleges are not at all compromised when it comes to their use of the H-1B program for skilled workers. As universities, they are not covered by the numerical ceilings imposed on private industry in this program.

The H-1B nonimmigrant worker program allows for extended work periods by skilled alien workers, usually college graduates. The program has been widely criticized as lowering wages in the fields where it is concentrated, such as in the IT industries, and for shouldering aside available American workers in favor of less expensive foreign ones. It also can be used as an interim step on the way to permanent resident alien status by the worker in question, and most of its participants are from India, as most of the Compromised College students appear to be as well.

Apparently the predominant majority of the 55 schools feel that they do not need this program; in fact, in the last five years only 11 of them have filed for such workers, and, of these, eight have sought a total of 40, or about five each. But three other Compromised Colleges have filed for a total of 74 such workers, and one wonders about this trio — all noted frequently earlier in this report. The schools and their total filings for the years 2012-2017 are:
• Virginia International University: 38
• Lincoln University (Oakland, Calif.): 24
• North American University: 12

So why do three of the Compromised Colleges feel they need this program that 44 of their peers never use?

The answer is clear for the first and the third named, as they are Gulen schools, and this is what Gulen schools do; they say they cannot find Americans to work for them, so they bring in foreign workers. The H-1B workers are then, in many cases, forced to kick back some of their salaries to fund the Gulen cult. 44

Incidentally, while the Gulen charter high schools routinely recruit teachers from abroad — usually but not always from Turkey — including some hired to teach English, the Gulen colleges tend to use the H-1B program to bring in administrators, including large numbers of managers, IT staff, and public relations workers. There would seem to be three motives here: hiring people that can be expected to contribute to the cause, hiring people actually needed at the schools, and creating work visas so that friends and family can come to the United States legally. The exact motivation, or combination of motivations, probably is different in different cases.

That last mentioned motivation may have something to do with two of the H-1B filings by Lincoln University back in 2015. Lincoln's president then, and to this day, is the well-paid Mikhail Brodsky, who gets, according to the school’s 2016 Form 990, a salary of $194,442 a year plus an estimated $115,200 in “compensation from the organization and related organizations”. 45

His pay, if not the fuzziness of the other $115,200, is relevant because the entity filed two applications in 2015 — both were approved — with the U.S. Department of Labor seeking an H-1B worker to be president of the university. The Labor Department signed off on both applications for this job, both to be part-time positions, paying in one case $31.04 an hour, and in the other $35.35 an hour. (One of the applications perhaps was meant to replace the other.)

What became of the university’s effort to add one more president, or perhaps two of them, cannot be learned from the DoL database.

No one at DoL apparently asked if the university really needs a part-time president, or two, to supplement the real one (who signed the application). And can one really hire such a person at $35.35 an hour, part-time? Full time, at 2,000 hours a year, the pay would be $70,700 a year.

This all looks suspicious to me, particularly in the light of DoEd's grim findings on the university's financial accounts. 46

These problems would disappear if either DoL or USCIS simply defined a university for H-1B hiring purposes as one that has current accreditation from an entity recognized by the U.S. DoEd.

Costs to Students. When reviewing the combined tuition and fees charged by the Compromised Colleges, the most interesting finding is that the large majority of the nonprofit schools charged 60 to 75 percent less than the U.S. national average for private, nonprofit, four-year schools ($33,480) as calculated in the annual reports of the College Board. Even the cost of the most expensive nonprofit school on our list, Shepherd University, is 40 percent lower than the national average. Overall the tuition ranges from $7,425 at Atlantic University (Puerto Rico) to $19,600 at Shepherd. We may guess that one reason for these low prices is an attempt to offset the schools’ lack of strong, positive reputations. If indeed the tuitions are set low in part for marketing purposes, this would be consistent with our other findings around fees (see below) — a feature much less apparent to prospective students.

The tuition charged by the 42 for-profit schools is much more consistent with conventional for-profit colleges. Combined tuition and fees range from $8,250 (Nobel University) to $35,000 (The Digital Animation and Visual Effects School aka DAVE School). The national average for tuition and fees at private, for-profit, four-year programs is $16,000, according to the College Board. Eighteen of the Compromised Colleges are priced well below the national average. Ten are approximately at the average tuition. Ten are above-average in cost, but aside from the technology-intensive DAVE School none are more than 60 percent above the average tuition.

For both for-profit and nonprofit institutions, we found comparison shopping is difficult owing to tuition being presented in a wide array of formats (by the credit hour, academic unit, course, semester, or even by the full degree) and being published in differing places school by school. Even within one small school, Shepherd University (enrollment 295), there are 11 pos-
One concern with the Compromised Colleges is that not only are they exploiting a lax immigration system, but they are also exploiting the students and their families who are often footing the bills by hitting them with substantial and hidden fees above and beyond that of tuition. This is more than a matter of fairness and truth in advertising because when schools squeeze students economically they further incentivize students to seek employment, even while cutting into their studies (ostensibly the justification for their visas).

Costs beyond tuition take multiple forms: high fees, hidden fees, extra fees imposed only upon international students, exorbitant withdrawal fees that possibly trap students in a program they would like to exit, exposure to unpredictable fee hikes, and deceptively low and unrealistic estimates for non-tuition costs that may lure students into arrangements that cannot later afford. For the foreign “consumer” shopping for a U.S. school the problem is compounded further because they are probably unfamiliar with the existence of these extra levels of costs.

Just as colleges and universities of all types (from Harvard to Texas Tech) have been boosting their revenue in recent years by dramatically increasing the number, variety, and size of the fees they charge students, so have most of these Compromised Colleges. Bryan University charges $1,400/academic year for books for a BS degree — four times as much as other schools on our list for comparable degrees. Bryan also charges students a $645 annual “technology fee” plus a $600 annual “technology device fee”. Brookline College charges a 4 percent student “loan fee” on top of the loan’s 6.9 percent interest rate. California Miramar University charges all students a $1,200 “athletic development fee” per academic year, whether they are involved in athletics or not. At Virginia International University there is an extra 3 percent fee to pay with a credit card.

A broad problem among the Compromised Colleges is the difficulty of simply finding the schedule of fees, especially for those speaking English as a second or third language. Atlantic University College and Cambridge Junior College do not post their fees anywhere on their websites. Charter College does not even post its tuition on its website. Others, like Brookline College and California Miramar University, bury their fees in 100-plus page catalogs, or separate addenda to the catalogs, that must be downloaded and searched separately. Even if the prospective foreign student does know to look there is absolutely no uniformity in the type or size of fees, nor where the information is posted, if it is published at all. Hence any meaningful comparison shopping is nearly impossible. Economists would describe this scenario as an “asymmetry in information”. The consumer simply does not have the means to make an informed decision and consequently is vulnerable to being lured into a disadvantageous situation in a foreign country involving many tens of thousands of dollars.

To minimize the consequences of some of these tactics for all students, foreign and domestic, the Department of Education requires all schools receiving Title IV funds to include “net price calculators” on their websites. We found at least three schools (Eastwick College, Jose Maria Vargas University, and Schiller International University) that fail to do this. At another school, California Miramar University, the calculator webpage exists, but does not work. A very short random survey of calculators among our Compromised Colleges quickly revealed that at some schools these calculators provide unrealistically low non-tuition costs. Virginia International University is located in one of the nation’s most expensive metro areas, but its calculator assumes that room, board, transportation, and all other non-tuition costs amount to only $1,300/month — not much more than the federal poverty level for an individual. Atlantic University’s calculator assumes non-tuition costs of $1,500 for an entire academic year. (Their calculator is also more than a year out-of-date.)

Even when fees are clearly posted they are subject to change. Some schools include this fact. Some include it only in fine print. Some do not declare this at all.

A savvy foreign student might know to look for fees, but may not understand that as an international student he or she can face additional fees and or restrictive penalties. At North American University, international students face up to $660 in extra fees. At California Miramar University, an international student can face up to $1,880 in extra fees per year above what would be charged to a domestic student. For example, an F-1 student who withdraws before completing one academic year is hit with a $975 fee. At Stratford University, international students face a $1,000 fee to withdraw or transfer. We know this is not an inevitable expense. At the College of Business and Technology in Florida, the comparable fee is only $50. We know that most international students have very little money. Consequently these unexpected, and exorbitant, “exit” fees probably trap some in schools and programs they would rather leave.

**Effectiveness of Current Regulatory Schemes.** How well are these regulatory systems working?

Not well.
After all, as of mid-June 2017, the full set of 55 Compromised Colleges are still on the SEVP list that allows them to recruit foreign students. The only one that is prevented from doing so is barred because of Virginia’s decision, perhaps a temporary one, to force the American College of Commerce and Technology to cease taking on new students. In contrast to the 54 that have authority to accept new foreign students, with some of them leaving the field, there is a little list of five obvious visa mills that have been closed by the government in the last five years; in virtually all of those instances, these case-specific government operations took years to complete. And in many cases the visa mills kept grinding out more visas while the government pondered its next move.

Our position is that closing a visa mill is not like sending someone to jail for a crime. No one has the God-given right to educate foreign students; that is a privilege granted by the government. The government should be more careful, much more careful, regarding what entities have this power.

Meanwhile, there have been two positive, if partial, steps taken, one each by the Trump and Obama administrations, that have curtailed some of the activities of the Compromised Colleges. We will deal with the most recent move first.

On May 23, 2017, the Department of Homeland Security issued a policy memorandum identifying a previously ignored ruling of a DHS administrative judge as a precedent decision. The decision said that for an H-1B candidate to make use of the preference for holders of U.S. master’s degrees in the H-1B lottery, the university conferring the degree had to have accreditation from a DoEd-recognized entity. That decision was made back in 2013 and someone had to reach out to find it and cause it to be a precedent — an unusual, but creative, way to make policy.

This was an indirect blow against the Compromised Colleges, as was a step taken on December 16, 2016, (in the last month of the Obama administration.) On that day, Secretary of Education John B. King ruled that ACICS was no longer a recognized accrediting agency. That action, had a number of very useful consequences:

- It stopped the ACICS-accredited-only schools from issuing I-20s for ESL classes;
- It deprived their alumni of any access to the two-year OPT/STEM extension;
- It prevented those bearing master’s degrees from those schools from making full use of those degrees in the H-1B lotteries;
- It presumably caused some of the weaker institutions to go out of business; and
- It caused the remaining ones to scramble for other accreditation, which some of them surely will not obtain.

On the last point, Stratford University was, by June 20, 2017, telling prospective international students that it was not accepting any applications until it could work out the accreditation matter.

Secretary King’s decision makes it clear that a sweeping action, as opposed to one-case-at-a-time enforcement, is the better way to approach the problems brought to us by the Compromised Colleges.

To balance that thought, here is another, more worrisome one: It is perfectly possible that the DoEd’s ACICS decision might be overturned in the courts, which would restore these powers to the Compromised Colleges. That makes it doubly important that the government take other steps to control the these marginal schools, as we propose in the next section.
IV. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

We estimate that, collectively, the Compromised Colleges have some 40,000 or so alien students attending them right now. There may be something like a turnover of 20,000 a year, as new students arrive and old ones depart; many of those departing are either going into illegal status or will do so after a period in the OPT program. It would help if the government published data on the comings and goings of alien students by educational institution, but it does not.

While detailed statistics on the aliens flowing through the Compromised Colleges are not available, we do have a good sense of the characteristics of these students and the alumni. They are young and have some college experience, including many with degrees, but their education has been of a low quality, particularly here in the United States.

We also know that many of them sought out low-quality schools in the United States quite deliberately, as they were seeking paychecks, not valuable diplomas. They are not to be confused with anyone's idea of the “best and the brightest”.

Meanwhile, the group portrait of the Compromised Colleges is even more dreary. They, by definition, had only school-wide accreditation from ACICS, whose standards were so low that it lost its DoEd recognition. (At the same time, several of the least worthy of the Compromised Colleges were in the process of losing even that accreditation.) Many had financial reporting challenges and low marks from other regulatory agencies.

So there is a strong argument to be made for seeking to reduce the roles of the Compromised Colleges or eliminating them from the foreign student business altogether.

Stepping back a bit, and putting the Compromised Colleges into the larger framework for the need to reduce illegal immigration to the United States, generally, we would like to point out that moving against these institutions should be one of the easier decisions in this field. It is a vaccination, not open-heart surgery.

No huge sums of money (as with the wall) are needed, no massive political forces (such as Silicon Valley’s love of the H-1B program) need be challenged, and no mixed families of legal and illegal residents need to be separated, yet tens of thousands of new illegal aliens can be prevented from entering the county.

In contrast, let’s look at a single deportation case now before the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals; the illegal alien father, who has worked in a pizza place for 18 years and has had numerous DUI convictions, is facing deportation. His wife is equally illegal and there are three citizen kids, including a baby needing special medical attention.

Should his illegal presence and DUI convictions lead to deportation, thus perhaps preventing a highway tragedy in the future? If he had to return to Mexico and the mother and kids stayed in the United States, it would drive the family into poverty. If they all went to Mexico, the lawyer argues, the baby would not get the medical care he needs.

Those are tough questions. The policy choices regarding the Compromised Colleges are a breeze in contrast. Shutting them down is not a deportation maneuver, it is a matter of preventing future illegal migration. No families would be divided. No one with close American connections would be disturbed. No major U.S. economic force would be threatened. It would be simply a matter of closing a gateway, a disreputable one, to the United States.

Let’s look at the specific ways that this could be accomplished.

Recommendations

We suggest a menu of policy choices: one sweeping proposal that would solve the Compromised Colleges problem forever; two other proposals that jointly would solve the problem; and a handful of other recommendations that would reduce some of the adverse impacts now experienced, to be considered only if none of the first three are implemented. (The broader proposals will encounter, of course, more opposition than some of the narrower ones.)

Proposal One: Eliminate the OPT Program and Narrow the CPT Program. There are many sound reasons for taking these steps that do not relate to the Compromised Colleges.
OPT offers employers a subsidy for hiring recent alien college grads, rather than American ones, and serves as a handy little transition program between being an alien college student and securing H-1B status.

The impact of OPT on the American labor market is a both huge and a virtual secret. There were 330,000 of these jobs in 2016, as reporter Neil Munro revealed in a long article for Breitbart.  

In addition to the argument that the government has no business subsidizing the preferential hiring of foreign college grads rather than American ones, there is the fact that the generous rules for OPT and CPT are the main attractions of the marginal colleges. If there were not a legal opportunity to start work immediately (if one is seeking a master's degree), no alien would enroll at a Compromised College, and it soon would go out of business. The proposal then is to eliminate OPT, and to make CPT available for only 20 hours a week while classes are in session; it would also be available only after a full year of academic work had been completed. This would open up perhaps hundreds of thousands of jobs for American college graduates, as well as eliminating the Compromised Colleges.

The only disadvantage of this proposal is a political one; it would stir up enormous opposition from employers and perhaps the universities as well. For better or for worse, there are other ways of controlling the Compromised Colleges, as shown below.

Proposal Two: Bar Admission to All Alien Students Seeking to Attend Educational Institutions Without Current Accreditation from an Entity Recognized by DoEd. This would eliminate all of the foreign students on the rolls of the 55 entities we have been examining, a profound move in the right direction. It would force the 55 schools to recruit American students or go out of business.

This would be a formal decision by ICE that only properly accredited colleges, perhaps with the exception of theological seminaries, would have the power to issue the I-20, or to cause the admission of J and M students.

This is a much more modest proposal than the first one and it would be easier to achieve politically, but it is heavily reliant on the accrediting agencies, which might be tempted to award accreditation to other marginal colleges, as well as some in the current list of 55. With that in mind, Proposal Two should be joined by Proposal Three.

Proposal Three: Create an International-Student-Dependent (ISD) Class of Educational Institutions. These schools would be non-governmental schools, and non-theological ones, with more than 50 percent of the students in nonimmigrant categories (F, J, and M). These schools would face more stringent rules than others. One of the rationales is that the students themselves will get a much better experience if they are not consigned to academic ghettos like the Compromised Colleges.

In order for such schools to continue to have the power to issue the I-20, they would need to meet a new set of standards and reporting requirements. They would have to issue special I-20s that would carry serial numbers. Each I-20 blank would be sold to the university by DHS for $100 and the moneys so raised would be used to regulate the schools. (These new I-20s would have high tech features to discourage counterfeiting.)

The schools would be required to pay independent auditors, selected by DHS, to monitor class attendance (presumably on a random basis) and to make certain that 90 percent of the class attendance took place during normal, Monday-to-Friday business hours. The faculty and the libraries would have to meet certain standards.

The schools would be required, whether profit or nonprofit, to file financial reports (like the Form 990) with DHS, with certain items — such as percentage of gross income used to pay the faculty and the salaries of the president and other ranking officials — to be posted on the school's website. These financial reports would be audited, not just filed.

The schools would also have to be accredited by a currently DoEd-recognized accreditation agency.

As in the H-1B-dependent program, the objective is to discourage the establishment of such entities.

In addition to these three basic proposals, there are some lesser but significant suggestions that could be used either as supplements or as (less attractive) alternatives to them. The agency handling the specific issue is identified in each case.

ICE. Instead of abolishing OPT, restore the rules of 2001, for example, when a work period of one year was allowed each alien alumnus. There would be no STEM extensions.
ICE. Instead of abolishing OPT, make it apply only to the alien alumni of the most distinguished 100 educational institutions in the nation, using some non-governmental peer ranking system.

ICE. If OPT is to continue in something like the present form, which is not a good idea, see to it that it is a one-time only opportunity and cannot be extended, as it can be now, for successive degrees. Currently, one can use it for successive master’s degrees, for example.

ICE. Whatever else is done, SEVP should be more assertive in taking institutions off their master list of I-20 granting entities, once it is known that the place is closed or closing. One of the purposes of the list is to give visa officers information as to the existence, or non-existence, of the school that has created the I-20.

ICE. SEVP announced some time ago that it had started to make site visits. These schedules should be arranged so that much more attention is paid to suspect schools than to long-established, innocent ones. These should always be unannounced visits.

USCIS. Only appropriately accredited universities could have access to the university set-aside in the H-1B program.

USCIS. If there is an category for schools dependent on international students, see to it that such schools cannot hire through the H-1B program.

DOL. If OPT is to continue in some form, use some of the fees now available to the Student and Exchange Visitor Program to fund wage-hour investigators to check on the hours worked during the OPT/CPT program, as well as the wages paid to such persons. The concern would be students working too many hours and not receiving legal pay and overtime.

IRS and ICE. All schools dependent on international students schools must file the 990, or other financial reports, on time or suffer a daily fee of 1/100th of 1 percent of the entity’s net worth. That would work out to $100 a day if the net worth were $1 million.

In a Better World. Finally, a bit of wishful thinking.

IRS. Bearing in mind the error-filled papers currently submitted to government agencies by ACCT, NPU, and Lincoln University (Calif.), the filings of ISD schools would be examined by retired school teachers charged with viewing these reports as academic documents. When multiple errors occur, as we have reported from these three schools, the reports would be returned to the filing university, which would be given 30 days to file corrected forms. The errors would not be pointed out but would be recorded by the teachers. If 70 percent of the first-round errors were not located and corrected by the schools in a second filing, the daily fines would begin at the standard rate suggested above until at least 70 percent of the original errors had been found and corrected.

These reviews probably would not be needed in the second or in subsequent years.
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